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ABSTRACT
We propose a novel method of automatically generating
dance choreography using machine learning. In a typical ap-
proach to automatic choreography, a dance is constructed by
concatenating segments of existing dances which are maxi-
mally correlated to the target audio features with connectivity
constraints. However, researchers using this approach are un-
able to produce dances with much variety, since the set of
examples used in these experiments (usually motion-capture
of existing choreographies) is limited and costly to produce.
To solve this issue, we propose a probabilistic model which
maps beat structures to dance movements using a Gaussian
process, trained with a large amount of consumer-generated
dance motion obtained from the web. The main contribution
of our work is the combination of two approaches: the previ-
ously mentioned correlation based approach which seeks for
relationships between music and dance, and a machine learn-
ing approach which is based on human motion modeling. In-
spection of the generated dances proves that our method can
generate choreographies with different characters by switch-
ing the training dataset, and highlights opportunities in train-
ing with further dance motions on the web to generate more
expressive dance choreography.
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INTRODUCTION
Technologies for rendering dances of a three-dimensional an-
imation character now enable ordinary viewers of video clips
on the Internet to create their own original animations. Soft-
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Figure 1. Beat structure is modeled over a circular trajectory, with pe-
riod equal to the time in a musical bar. The relationship between the
beat structure and motion is modeled mathematically with a non-linear
transform. The name of the computer-graphics character used in this
figure is Hatsune Miku and its 3D model is created by koron.

ware such as Maya1 from AUTODESK2 supports the cre-
ation of visual effects, games and animations. Even with-
out technical knowledge, free software, such as MikuMiku-
Dance (MMD), allows users to control the movement of var-
ious three-dimensional characters sourced from the Internet.

We are studying automated choreography since creating
dance motion through current methods is time consuming and
difficult. Creating dances by hand often involves frame-by-
frame editing of individual body parts. This is clearly cum-
bersome, and can be done only by experts. Using motion
capture data partially resolves this problem, but only who can
dance can utilize it to create dance motion and not available
to non-professionals.

There is a great potential for leveraging a large amount of
consumer-generated choreographies for analyzing and syn-

1http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-maya/
overview
2http://www.autodesk.com/
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Figure 2. Overview of our method.

thesizing dance motions. For example, on the most popular
Japanese video sharing service, Niconico3, we find an enor-
mous number of 3D-animation videos created using MMD,
the vast majority of which are dances [6]. The availability of
this vast quantity of dance data enables a potential paradigm
shift in automatic choreography towards machine learning-
based approaches, since the model for generating dance mo-
tion may now be trained or inferred in a data-driven manner.

In this paper, we propose a method for synthesizing dance
choreography based on an analysis of consumer-generated
dance motions found on the web. In contrast to existing tech-
niques, our method is able to leverage readily available rich
online content, and also can provide creators with insight into
the general dance moves which are currently popular online.

Relevant work
Various researchers have attempted to generate dance motion
from music [4], the dominant approach being attempting to
uncover relationships between existing dances and their ac-
companying music. Music content such as tempo [1, 16],
acoustic beat features [17, 9], pitch and chord data [14], and
the melodic contour [15] have been used to analyze these rela-
tionships, in addition to combinations of acoustic features [3]
and structural similarity [10].

3http://nicovideo.jp

Another topic investigated in this area is the mathematical
modeling of realistic human motions. The use of non-linear
mapping from (hierarchical) latent variables to dance mo-
tion is the common solution applied in this body of research.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [19], Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBNs) [12] and Hierarchical Dirichlet Process-
Hidden Markov Models (HDP-HMM) [20] have been ap-
plied to model dance steps or human motion in general.
There are also methods which emphasize the abstraction of
the posture information of dances by using Kernel Canoni-
cal Correlation Analysis (KCAA) [7], Gaussian Process Dy-
namical Models (GPDM) [21], Topological Gesture Analy-
sis (TGA) [13, 18] or Multi-layer Joint Gait-Pose Manifolds
(multi-layer JGPM) [2] to represent dance motion in a com-
pact two-dimensional space.

Novelty of this work
We aim to design a probabilistic model that handles both re-
lationship between music and dance motion and also the non-
linear mapping from latent variable trajectory to dance mo-
tion, leveraging consumer-generated choreographies to train
the model. Our key contributions are:

• the mapping of musical content to dance motion using non-
linear transforms,
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Figure 3. Joints used to analyze and generate dance motions are shown
as red circles on a character. Other joints can automatically move
based on inverse kinematics to follow the joint motions generated by our
method.

• the clustering of probabilistic models representing the ex-
isting rich data available from consumer-generated chore-
ographies, and

• the generation of new choreographies using the power of
this clustered model.

The novelty of our method lies not only in the use of
consumer-generated dance motion but also on how the above
problems can be solved. Taking the view that the beat in-
formation is most important for creating dance motion, we
begin by modeling the beat structure over a circular trajec-
tory, with period equal to the time in a musical bar (Fig. 1).
The non-linear mapping between the circular trajectory and
the dance motion is modeled mathematically with a Gaus-
sian process, which facilitates the learning of dance charac-
teristics using maximum-likelihood estimation from training
data. After non-linear mappings are obtained from every bar
in the training data, they are clustered into an optimal num-
ber of clusters using a Bayesian Information Criteria-based
k-means algorithm. Finally, dance motion for target music is
generated by concatenating clusters.

METHOD FOR AUTOMATED CHOREOGRAPHY
LEVERAGING CONSUMER-GENERATED DANCES
An outline of our approach in this work is shown in Fig. 2.
The first step in our method is to capture relationships be-
tween beat structures and choreographies. We split dance mo-
tion into segments defined by bar lines of the accompanying
music. The bar lines are determined by using an existing au-
tomatic beat analysis method for music audio signals. In each
bar, we aim to infer a non-linear transform which maps beat
structure to dance motion. The beat structure in a bar can be
represented by a circular trajectory where the time period is

equal to the duration of a bar in seconds. Inferring the rela-
tionship between this circular trajectory and the dance motion
is formalized mathematically with a Gaussian process. As a
result, we obtain a probabilistic model for each bar, which
holds information regarding the mapping between the beat
structure and the dance motion (see top of Fig. 2).

Next, after obtaining many probabilistic models (non-linear
mappings) from consumer-generated dance motions for vari-
ous songs, we create clusters of probabilistic models so that
dance motions generated from the probabilistic models are
similar within each cluster. Our method simultaneously op-
timizes the number of clusters in a way designed to limit
overfitting. We obtain typical dances observed in consumer-
generated choreographies which can be used to generate new
dance motions (see the bottom left of Fig. 2).

Finally, we generate dance motions for a new song (the ‘target
song’) by automatically selecting appropriate clusters of the
probabilistic models. Each bar in the beat structure obtained
from the beat analysis of the target song defines the latent cir-
cular trajectory. A cluster obtained in the previous clustering
step is then automatically selected for each trajectory by con-
sidering the connectivity with adjacent bars. A user can also
manually select a new cluster if they are displeased with the
current dance motion. The probabilistic model of the selected
cluster finally generates dance motions corresponding to the
trajectory (see the bottom right of Fig. 2). In concatenating
two different models, we linearly interpolate body motions
between the current motion and the following motion during
the fourth beat of the bar to avoid the gap between motions.
This interpolation is done during the fourth beat to preserve
the starting motion on the strongest first beat of the bar.

Representing dance motion
The dance motion of a human body can be represented by
positions and rotations of movable joints. We followed the
convention used in MMD and work with 20 joints shown in
Fig. 3. The movement of each joint can be described us-
ing position values and quaternions. By collecting all po-
sition values and quaternions into a vector, we arrive at an
81-dimensional vector representing the pose at each time of
a dance motion. Let dt be this vector for representing the
dancer’s pose at time t.

Representing beat structure
In popular dance music, beat structures are mostly periodic.
For example, it is most common to have music in 4/4 meter,
with the strongest beat attacks occurring on beats 1 and 3,
with little or no change throughout the song. Within a bar,
beats also have a symmetric structure. For instance, a down-
beat usually follows an up-beat and vice-versa.

Sine waves or sequences of delta functions in one dimension
are also periodic and seems to represent the beat structure,
but they do not hold symmetric properties to represent the
different functions of a beat such as the up-beat and down-
beat in a bar.

To represent periodic and symmetric properties of a beat
structure, we choose a circular trajectory cycles around with
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period τ , equal to the time duration of a bar. Let ts be the
time where a bar starts, and bt be the representation of beat
structure at time t. bt is a two-dimensional vector:

bt = (sin (2π (t− ts) /τ) , cos (2π (t− ts) /τ)) .
The circular trajectory can represent both the symmetric and
periodic structure of the beats.

Non-linear transform from beat to motion
Our goal has been to construct a model which describes the
relationships between the sequence of dance motion D and
the beat structure representation B:

D1:T = [d1 · · ·dT ]T , B1:T = [b1 · · ·bT ]T ,
where T is the total duration of the target song for generating
dance motion. Since we set the beat structure representation
to be periodic, we can divide our solution into two steps: first,
constructing a model within a bar (ts ≤ t ≤ ts + τ), and sec-
ond, constructing a combined model for the entire duration of
the song (0 ≤ t ≤ T ).
We construct a probabilistic model which describes the most
probable dance motion given the training data and beat struc-
ture. If we think that dance motion is generated from a cir-
cular beat structure trajectory, this motion can be described
by a non-linear transform f (·) as: dt = f (bt) . It is per-
haps useful to think of f functioning analogously to the gears
in a motorized vehicle, converting a circular trajectory (the
piston) into the desired forward motion. By assuming that a
Gaussian noise (with variance σ2) is added for observing the
dance motion as dt = f (bt) + N

(
0, σ2I

)
, and each dt at

ts ≤ t ≤ ts+τ is generated independently from bt, the prob-
ability for observing a given dance in a single bar generated
from beat structure is:

p (Dts:ts+τ |Bts:ts+τ ) =

ts+τ∏
t=ts

N
(
f (bt) , σ

2I
)
. (1)

Inference of transform using a Gaussian process
Inferring f (·) from training data can be done using a Gaus-
sian process. We briefly review the logic for inferring f (·).
Given the training data, we wish to optimize f (·) in order to
achieve maximum log-likelihood. Representer theory shows
that the optimal f∗ (b∗) which can be used to predict a new
d∗ from b∗ is a linear combination of τ kernel functions, each
one defined on a training point as:

f∗ (b∗) =

ts+τ∑
t=ts

αtk (bt,b∗) ,

where k (bt,b∗) is a kernel function. In our research, we
followed the convention of using squared exponential covari-
ance function as kernel function:

k (bt,b∗) = exp

(
−λ

2

2
|bt − b∗|2

)
, (2)

Furthermore, Mercer’s theorem shows that:

k (bt,b∗) =

∞∑
i=1

sifi (bt) fi (b∗) , (3)

where si are the eigenvalues for the function f . By apply-
ing Eq. (2) and (3) to Eq. (1), and marginalizing over αi by
the assumption of (α1 · · ·αts) ∼ N

(
0, λ−2I

)
, we formulate

the probability distribution which represents the relationships
between the dance motion and beat structure:

p (Dts:ts+τ |Bts:ts+τ , σ, λ)

=
1√

(2π)
τd |K|d

exp

(
−1

2
DT
ts:ts+τK

−1Dts:ts+τ

)
,

where d = 81 for the dimension of the dance motion data,
and K is the kernel matrix defined by:

(K)ij = k
(
bts+(i−1),bts+(j−1)

)
+ σ−2δbts+(i−1)bts+(j−1)

,

where δbb̃ is a Kronecker delta, equal to one if b = b̃ and
zero otherwise. Note that the variance σ2 for observing the
dance motion is added to the kernel function. The parame-
ters (σ, λ) can be optimized by maximizing the log-likelihood
with respect to the parameters with the scaled conjugate gra-
dient method [11].

With this probabilistic model and the optimized parame-
ters (σ∗, λ∗), we transform the new latent circular trajectory
B∗t‘:t‘+τ ‘ to dance D∗t‘:t‘+τ ‘ by:

D∗t‘:t‘+τ ‘ = K∗K−1Dts:ts+τ

where K∗ is a kernel matrix defined as:

(K)ij = k
(
b∗t‘+(i−1),bts+(j−1)

)
.

Clustering the probabilistic models
Given a collection of probabilistic models generated from
song measures, we now wish to create clusters and obtain rep-
resentative dances by calculating the centroids of these clus-
ters. We can also optimize the number of clusters by consid-
ering the variety of dance motions.

To choose the number of clusters, we can use an information
criterion. Since the likelihood is at its maximum when the
number of clusters is equal to the number of data points, we
need to put a constraint on increasing the number of clusters
and to avoid overfitting the data. The Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) is often used to determine how much a model
is overfitting. Specifically, BIC may be calculated as:

BIC = −2
K∑
k=1

Lk +Kd log (N) (4)

where K is the number of clusters (k = 1, · · · ,K) and N is
the number of collected probabilistic models with a Gaussian
process. Lk is the log-likelihood of cluster k with an assump-
tion that data points in a cluster are Gaussian distributed.

K-means can be combined with BIC to optimize the number
of clusters. By starting from a single cluster where the mean
is equal to the mean considering all models, we split the clus-
ter with the maximum variance and keep splitting till the BIC
value starts to increase.
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Figure 4. Example results of generated dance motion.

Generation of dances from a target song
To generate the dance motions, we start by randomly select-
ing one cluster centroid, and then generate a sequence of clus-
ters by considering the connectivity constraints. To generate
smooth intersection between adjacent clusters, we apply lin-
ear interpolation between the current dance and the follow-
ing dance on the fourth beat. In our current implementation,
the generated output is in vmd format and can be rendered
into computer graphics by using MikuMikuDance software.
Since the generated motion data holds general information to
specify human poses, dances can also be rendered by other
software such as Maya.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Training data and results
We used choreography data which consisted of around
640,000 human posture data points and used them to train
our model. The data consists of position values and quater-
nions of the dance motion. Beats were automatically detected
from audio signals of each song. However, for the purposes of
evaluation in this pilot study, we manually corrected beat de-
tection errors. We used RWC-MDB-P-2001 No. 7 from the
RWC Music Database [5] as target song to generate dance.
Example dances automatically generated from different clus-
ters of probabilistic models are shown in Fig. 4. The name of
the computer-graphics character used in this figure is Hatsune
Miku [8] and its 3D model was created by koron.

Discussion

The dances generated with different clusters had the charac-
teristic motion of each cluster, which indicates we could ob-
tain more variations by leveraging more consumer-generated
choreographies. Although our approach can extract periodic
dance motion where the period time is a bar length, some
dance motions in the database are originally designed to have
longer periods. By constructing several probabilistic models
regarding different period times and combining these in linear
combination, we will be able to represent more complicated
dances.

We also tried and found that impressions given by dance mo-
tions can be controlled by dynamically changing the speed of
circular moves along the latent circular trajectory. This speed
is constant in usual, but when we slowed it down right after
every beat and speeded it up right before every beat, for ex-
ample, impressions became zippier and more energetic. This
has great potential as a way to easily customize dance impres-
sions.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have developed a novel method of automated dance
choreography synthesis which leverages consumer-generated
dance motion. Experimental results showed that dance mo-
tion database can be leveraged to generate choreographies in
currently popular styles.

Our current implementation only focuses on the beat detec-
tion results, whereas other musical features such as chord pro-
gressions, mood, melody lines and lyrics could also be infor-
mative in the automatic creation of dance choreographies. As
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our next step, we plan to extend our method to integrate more
music features for analyzing and synthesizing dance motions.
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